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This Month’s 6 & 4m Antenna Selection
Hy-Gain DB-46M8EL

Innov DB664

Dual Band 4/6m 4 element Yagi

Dual Band 4/6m 3 element YagI
Compact beam on a
1.175m boom, gives great
performance where space
is limited.
• Gain: 6m - 6.83 dBi,
4m - 7.05 dBi
• F/B: 6m - 10.12 dB,
4m - 18.3dB
• Boom: 1.175m

Built to last!
Uses high grade T-6061
Aluminium.
Limited stock at this price!
• Gain: 6m - 8.52 dBi,
4m - 7.86 dBi
• F/B: 6m - 20.02 dB,
4m - 19.55 dB
• Boom: 2.1mm
RRP

£299.95 £249.95

50MHz Antennas

£149.95

70MHz Antennas

Innov Antennas

Dual Antennas

LFA-8 .....................8 element LFA2, 13.57 dBi ...........£599.95
LFA-7 .....................7 element LFA2-HD, 12.8 dBi ......£385.95
LFA-7 .....................7 element G3WOS 12.9 dBi ........£399.95
LFA-6 .....................6 element LFA, 11.9 dBi ..............£309.95
LFA-5 .....................5 element LFA, 11.76 dBi ............£289.95
DES-50...................5 element Opt, 9.16 dBi ..............£199.95

PA70-5-3 ...............5 element, 10.3 dBi ......................£199.95
PA70-6-4 ...............6 element, 11.7 dBi ......................£219.95

Cushcraft
A50-6S...................6 element rugged, 11.6 dBi.........£299.95
A50-5S...................5 element rugged, 10.5 dBi.........£219.95
AR-6.......................Ringo Ranger Vertical...................£129.95

Hy-Gain
LFA-6M4EL............4 element LFA, 10.7 dBi ..............£249.95
LFA-6M5EL............5 element LFA, 11.8 dBi ..............£299.95
VB-66DX................6 element, 10.3 dBi ......................£299.95
V6-R.......................5/8w Vertical, 5.2 dBi ...................£149.95

Sirio
SY50-5...................5 element, 10.5 dBi ......................£129.95
SY50-3...................3 element, 8.5dBi ...........................£99.95
Tornado.................50-60 Vertical, 3.5 dBi ....................£59.95

Comet
CA-52HB4 .............4 element Portable, 10.4 dBi.......£129.95
CA-52HB2 .............2 element Portable, 6.3 dBi ...........£89.95

Diamond
A50HBR .................2 element Portable, 6.3 dBi ...........£89.95

Innov Antennas
LFA-70-6................6 element
LFA-70-4................4 element
LFA-Q.....................2 element
OWL-70 .................6 element

LFA, 11.83 dBi ............£189.95
LFA, 9.8 dBi ................£129.95
Quad, 6.8 dBi ...............£84.95
Wideband, 11.02 dBi..£139.95

Sirio Antennas
SY-68-3..................3 element 7 dBi ..............................£79.95
CX-4-68 .................Vertical 4.15dBi ..............................£69.95

Dual Band 6/4 metre
Hy-Gain Antennas
DB-46M8EL...........6m 4 element + 4m 4 element ....£269.95

Dual Antennas
PA5070-11-6 BG...6m 5 element + 4m 6 element ...£259.95
PA5070-7-3...........6m 3 element + 4m 4 element ...£199.95

Innov Antennas
DB664....................6-3 el 6.83dBi, 4-3el 7.05dBi .......£149.95

Innov Antennas - Current Baluns
70cm Balun.........................700W ..............£24.95
2m Balun.............................1kW ................£29.95
4m Balun.............................1.5kW .............£33.95
6m Balun.............................1kW ................£39.95
HF+6m Balun......................2.4kW .............£49.95
2/70cm Micro Balun...................................£24.95
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EDITORIAL
DENNIS ANDREWS, F5VHY
As others have mentioned, it seems amazing
that when I wrote the Editorial for the March
Digest, things were still more or less ‘normal’ and I
was looking forward to a visit to UK for the CDXC
Convention and visits to friends and family.
However, the lockdown seems so have given
many of us the opportunity to address those jobs
that we have had in mind but not had the time to
actually progress them.
The innovative HQP series of weekday mini-contests, organised by RSGB, have
proved very popular. Spread across all modes there is something for everybody!
Although this Digest is somewhat smaller than normal, I think there is,
nevertheless a range of interesting articles. The continuing exploits of the Russian
Robinson Club continue to provide us with some stirring tales! In March, we read
about their visit to Paramushir Island – AS-204, a remote spot in the Kuril group.
From there, they went on to Bogoslova Island – AS-205, an even more remote spot
involving a long crossing of a gale swept ocean and the potential of resident polar
bears. This is the same group that activated EP6RRC (Nov 2018), XR0ZRC (March
2019), E44RU (January 2020) and had hardly returned before they were off to South
America to activate XR8RRC – SA-032 in April. You can find a video of other RRC
members visiting many of the Russian Arctic islands in 2018 operating as RI0B – at:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTF6R3ShWGs
It goes without saying that all Clubs and Organisations are heavily dependent on
maintaining a viable level of membership. More important is their ability to find
people who are prepared to give up some time to organise and run them.
This Digest contains five appeals seeking help:
 Tony, G4LDL would, in due course, like to finish his term as CDXC Secretary so
we need to find someone who could act as Deputy Secretary and then take
over the role later.
 We need to find someone to take over from Andrew, G8GNI as Treasurer
during 2021.
 As always, the Digest remains short of articles. With 800 members, I am sure
there are those amongst you who could make a contribution.
 On the IOTA front, that organisation is seeking volunteers to fill the roles of
Webmaster and Events Manager.
Please consider if you would be prepared to put something back into the hobby that
we all enjoy.
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TRANSMISSION LINES
CHRIS DUCKLING, G3SVL
When, as a schoolboy in the 60’s I first heard an amateur
transmission, I don’t think I could ever have imagined how
relevant our hobby would become during a pandemic such as
we are now experiencing. It provides a purpose while under
lockdown. Activity is up and the various contests, including
those short-term ones set up for daytime activity, are well
supported. Indeed I’ve worked many stations that I’ve not
worked before and who are not in SCP. We even see 10m, and
by the time you read this, 6m beginning to open. Lockdown should encourage us to
try new modes, new bands, new aerials, new contest types and to go back to
ragchewing on the air. Nobody can have tried everything. Fortunately our main
dealers, especially those who support CDXC so generously, continue to offer their
mail order service – so how about a new rig or a new accessory as a treat for these
worrying times?
Our Reflector has taken on a new dimension of providing help and assistance to
members. We’ve relaxed our normal ‘DX-related’ rule for the time being to
accommodate this. From help about car batteries to repatriation and even
experiences of enduring Covid-19 symptoms, we’ve seen how resourceful, helpful
and caring our members can be. The Club is more than ever demonstrating it is a
community of its members.
Sadly the pandemic caused us to cancel the 2020 CDXC Convention, AGM and
Dinner. After negotiating with the Link Hotel we have secured a rescheduled date of
8th May 2021. The format will be the same and we will start planning later this year. I
think a year from now we will all be very keen to meet up and socialise! Being unable
to hold our Convention threw us a curved ball for the AGM. As you will see elsewhere
in this edition, we are going to hold the AGM as an on-line event: a first for the Club
which I hope will allow all members to get involved.
Various DXpeditions are on hold at present with some rescheduled for later this
year. I have my doubts as to how welcome amateurs will be in rarer countries and
Pacific Islands before 2021. That’s a real shame but remember that we’ve only just
passed the bottom of the sunspot cycle and propagation should be better next year.
Where we have already made an offer to sponsor we will continue to do so unless
they cancel completely, but we’ve decided to hold fire on offering sponsorship to
new applications. We set a review of this policy for 1st June with a hope that by then
there would be a better understanding of the global situation. My current feeling is
that we will not have sufficient certainty one month from now to be able to resume
sponsorship so we may move to monthly review. All (three) applicants have been
made aware of our policy.
Stay safe, abide by your jurisdiction’s rules and go on the air!
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2020 AGM REVISED ARRANGEMENTS
Cancelling the 2020 Convention due to the Covid-19 pandemic has left us with a
dilemma with respect to this year’s AGM. The Constitution states “The Annual
General Meeting shall be held between 1st May and 1st August” and it is your
Committee’s view that any attempt to arrange it before the end of July 2020 would
most likely be futile.
Our considered decision is to provide the AGM papers on the CDXC website and
to ask members to vote on-line on those items for which we need approval. We will
allow two weeks for the vote which should be adequate under the present
circumstances!
We will post the following papers on our website on 16th May 2020








Minutes of 2019 AGM
Chairman’s report
Secretary’s report
Treasurer’s report
Accounts (to include Auditor’s report)
Proposal for 2020 / 2021 Committee
Proposal to appoint the Auditor for 2020/21

There are four votes required – and members will have the option to vote ‘for,
against or abstain’. By using our existing Wild Apricot platform we can ensure rigour
in the voting process.
The four votes required by the Constitution are:





To approve the minutes of the 2019 AGM
To approve the accounts
To elect the 2020/21 Committee
To approve the Auditor

Voting will remain open until 31st May and we will entertain questions from
members during that time. Questions and their answers will be uploaded to the
website pages (subject to the member concerned giving permission).
We will send out reminders when the papers are all available and when voting is
due to close. We’ll publish the results of the voting in mid-June and a report on this
AGM will appear in the July Digest.
I would like to make one more point for your serious consideration. It is all too
easy to vote back in the current Committee. But while stability is welcomed we do
need turnover to ensure the Committee stays fresh. To that end we really need
members to come forward to be deputy Secretary to train under Tony, G4LDL who
has held the role for a decade now and a deputy Treasurer as Andrew, G8GNI is
looking to stand down in July 2021. Please support your Club and contact me if you
wish to discuss either of the roles.
We will next email all members on 16th May to alert them to the papers and that
voting is open. Chris, G3SVL - Chairman
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NEW MEMBERS
TONY BETTLEY, G4LDL
CDXC offers a warm welcome to the following new members:
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Callsign

Name

QTH

M3LHX

Tony Woodford

Essex

M0SUI

Ricky Isnenghi

Falmouth

SV0AEL

Savvas Pavlidis

Parea

AROUND THE BANDS
DON FIELD G3XTT
Well, who would have thought it? Last time I was happily
talking about upcoming DXpeditions, our CDXC bash at
Loughborough and so on, and now we are, instead, all in
lockdown and with most DXpeditions cancelled.
Of course, we do at least have the ideal hobby for times
such as these. We can still get on the air and make contact
with all our friends around the world. I have never heard
activity like that which pertained during the CQ WPX SSB
Contest at the end of March. Unless you had a big beam and
amplifier, you weren’t going to find an empty frequency on
which to call CQ! And the same has been true of other recent
contests such as the once-every-three-years Gagarin Cup event.
And while there hasn’t been much in the way of DX to chase, with all those
DXpeditions being cancelled, there has been plenty of special event station activity.
There have been the STAYHOME calls, the NHS calls, the GAON calls (I haven’t
worked out what this is yet!) and more. I was thinking that, a few years ago, most
logging programs would have balked at the STAYHOME and similar callsigns – too
long to fit. Fortunately, that doesn’t seem to be a problem with most current logging
programs although I note that a number of these callsigns have been truncated on
the Cluster for whatever reason.
And even Friedrichshafen is cancelled so we will have to share a virtual beer or
three while staying at home and playing on the bands. The only good thing is that the
Friedrichshafen weekend often coincides with some excellent trans-Atlantic Es on
6m.
Antenna Time?
At least the lockdown gives us time to attend to our antennas, while being careful
not to injure ourselves necessitating a visit to hospital! Here at G3XTT I don’t have
any permanent antennas at the new QTH but put up whatever I need for a particular
operating event or DXpedition. So far this is working for me, with almost 5000 QSOs
in the log for 2020 as of mid-April. In some ways it’s quite liberating not having
permanent antennas. For example, I discovered that while my 80m inverted-L is great
for DX (I was VK2BJ’s first 80m G QSO in BERU, for example), it’s useless for the midweek 80m Club Championship events. In the March SSB leg I realised that I was
struggling to raise anyone at all. So, for the April CW event, I put up an inverted-vee
at 40ft and made 175 QSOs. Not a winning score but the highest score I have ever
made in that event. Horses for courses.
It’s a bit more of a challenge putting up antennas for a multiband contest but,
then, I’m not planning to win any of them. BERU was reasonably easy – no 160m,
inverted-L for 80, vertical for 40 (also usable on 15) and elevated quarter-wave
vertical for 20. Nothing for 10m – no propagation expected. Or, for some contests, I
can focus on a reasonable single-band effort, which, given that I am not inclined
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nowadays to put in a solid 24 or 48 hours of effort, makes more sense! I can’t believe,
looking back, how I used to think nothing of a 48-hour CQWW CW from GU or GJ
after spending the Friday putting up antennas. I must have been mad! (I was certainly
a lot younger …)
Radios
I wonder where we go with radios now? When the current crop of ‘traditional’
radios (IC-7610, FTdx101, TS-890, K4 when it arrives) or the SDR radios (Flex, Anan,
etc), all seem to have everything we might be looking for. Good large signal handling,
excellent filtering, good noise suppression and so on. Indeed, more than we need if
we are FT8 aficionados – one channel per band is enough! But it does make me
wonder where the manufacturers might go next? All of these radios are upgradeable
through firmware – is this really the end of the line for new models?
MFJ-1234
I’ve been playing recently with
the MFJ-1234 RigPi, reviewing it for
PW. It’s an interesting bit of kit
insofar as it allows remote control
of pretty much any radio and is
particularly suited to those with a
simple USB interface, such as my IC7300. There’s nothing clever about
the hardware – a Raspberry Pi, a
sound card and a K1EL keyer card
stacked inside a box. The clever stuff
is in the software. It comes with a
mini-SD card holding not only the
operating system but custom-written software to take care of the remote control
stuff along with several standard radio programs such as WSJT, JS8Call and the like.
The downside is that, given how flexible it is, it’s anything but plug-and-play. You
need some understanding of IP networking to make the most of it. But an interesting
device, if only because it doesn’t lock you into one manufacturer’s radios, as some of
the remote control stuff does.
DXpeditions
I have said that most DXpeditions have been postponed or cancelled. However, it
does look as though this could make for a busy autumn, assuming lockdown is over
by then and normal travel resumes (but how many airlines are going to survive the
hiatus?). I do wonder whether it isn’t wishful thinking on the part of those would-be
DXpeditioners to think that things will be back to normal. As I write this, Coronavirus
doesn’t really seem to have made inroads into Africa, for example, but when it does, I
suspect it will take months if not years before it runs its course, because you really
can’t expect lockdown in countries where the population live cheek by jowl and, of
necessity, do most of their living in the open. And, of course, health facilities are very
limited in most of those countries with wealthy Africans choosing, typically, to travel
to Europe if and when they need treatment.
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As for the Pacific, most of the Pacific islands are in lockdown as I write this and I
don’t suppose many of them will be in a hurry to change that because, for the most
part, it’s working. While not in the Pacific, it’s been interesting to hear from our old
friend Steve PJ4DX who tells me that, so far, Bonaire has zero cases of the virus as a
result of, effectively, isolating the whole island. But, equally, that means that there
won’t be any acquired immunity so they face a challenge as and when they open
their borders once again.
6m
Anyway, the good news is that we are heading into the 6m Es season. While I
realise that CDXC is primarily a club for HF operators, a large number of you will be
busy chasing DX on ‘six’, if only because it counts towards the DXCC Challenge. You’re
unlikely to achieve the magic 3000 on the DXCC Challenge without operating on 6m.
DXCC Challenge
Which, indeed, reminds me to have a look at who is up there on the Challenge
listings? It’s been a while since I reported although you can find them easily enough
on the ARRL website.
Anyway, G3KMA is at 3148, G0JHC now has 3135, overtaking G4BWP who stands
at 3127. GM3POI is at 3091, GM3YTS at 3078, G4CCZ at 3060, G4PWA at 3047, G3XTT
at 3038, GM0GAV at 3013 and G3TXF at 3005. To put these scores in perspective,
EA8AK heads the list with 3264. And I count 185 stations worldwide with over 3000,
so the UK is quite well represented.
73 Don G3XTT

From a vintage Short Wave Magazine
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A LABRADOR LIGHTHOUSE IN JANUARY
DAVE GOODWIN VE9CB (ALSO VO2AAA)
Every January since 1960, CQ
Magazine has sponsored the biggest
contest on 160m. For over ten years,
the CQ Worldwide 160-Metre CW
contest has received over 2,000 log
entries, and many more Amateurs
around the world take advantage of the
contest to work some DX on Top Band.
For the 2006 CQ 160 CW, Chris
Allingham VE3FU (also VO2AC) and I
travelled to the Point Amour lighthouse
in southern Labrador to make a big
effort. At 125 feet (38 metres), Point
Amour is the tallest lighthouse in
Atlantic Canada. It sits on a 50ft (15m)
cliff overlooking the strait that
separates Labrador from the northern
tip of the island of Newfoundland.
Labrador was attractive for a couple
of reasons: the contest rules have a
quirk that counts Labrador as a
separate multiplier from the rest of the
province of Newfoundland. That made us rare, perhaps unique – we were the only
ones handing out the LB multiplier, so everyone HAD to work us. Also, Labrador is in
Zone 2. That doesn’t mean anything for this contest but for many people trying to
complete CQ’s Worked All Zones (WAZ) award, Zone 2 is their last zone. We hoped
many DXers would seek us out.
Labrador is unattractive for other reasons: the weather in January is brutal. How
brutal? Have you ever tried to walk across an ice-covered field in winds of 190km/h
(120MPH)? With temperatures of -10c (14F) the wind creates wind chills that are
dangerous. That is what we experienced in 2006. Labrador in winter is not for the
faint of heart.
In 2006, we had to bring everything we needed to the site: rigs, amplifiers,
antennas and all the accessories we needed. As I was living in nearby Newfoundland
at the time, it was a fairly easy task to ship our gear there and fly in to the closest
airport. We also had to negotiate access with the authorities who control the
lighthouse.
Our plan was to put up a single wire vertical with three elevated radials. This hung
from the railing atop the lighthouse and terminated at the edge of the cliff
overlooking the Strait of Belle Isle. We also put up a two-wire reversible Beverage
receiving antenna and an Inverted Vee dipole.
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Our 2006 operation was a great success. We were placed #1 in the world in the
Multi-op category, but it was not easy. The operating part was pretty simple. It was
the weather that was hard. We had extreme winds and wind chills and erecting
antennas was painfully difficult. We lost power at the beginning of the contest. We
were able to rent a generator but we still lost several hours of good operating time.
It took thirteen years, but we returned to Point Amour in 2019. Frank Davis
VO1HP joined our operation. The antenna configuration was new. Chris designed a
two-element vertical yagi that we could steer to favour North-East, South-West or
omni-directional. Frank deployed a Beverage-on-Ground (BOG) with a Software
Defined Receiver (SDR) and “Skimmer” software so we could spot potential
multipliers.
Frank flew from St John’s, Newfoundland with his gear and Chris and I drove to
Point Amour with our cars packed tight with all our gear. From Ontario, where Chris
lives, or from New Brunswick, where I live, driving to Point Amour in winter takes
over thirty (30) hours, mostly on ice- or snow-covered lonely two-lane highways
through northern Quebec and across Labrador. The temperatures on this trip were
consistently around -35c (-30F). A vehicle breakdown on these lonely roads in these
temperatures could be a matter of life and death because it could be hours before
another vehicle will come by.
For our 2019 operation, the
weather was rough. Bitter cold, high
winds and the road to the lighthouse
was blocked with snow. To get the
last two kilometres to the lighthouse,
we had to use a snowmobile and a
Komatik (a trailer for a snowmobile).
Sitting in a Komatik with boxes of
equipment is an arduous thrill ride,
with snow and wind blowing in your
face the whole time.
The Skidoo and Komatik were essential at first

In 2019, it took us three days of
hard labour to get our antennas up
and the station working. Despite the winds, we had power at the start of the contest,
but we lost power when the wind took out the power line at about 2am on Day 2 of
the contest. Power was eventually restored but we lost several good hours of
operating time.
In 2020, we had a few advantages. From our operation the year before, we stored
some of our equipment and antennas in Goose Bay, about eight hours’ drive from
Point Amour, freeing Chris and I to fly in to Goose Bay where Chris’ parents live. We
could then load all our gear into a truck for the day-long drive to the coast. We also
had great weather, quite tolerable temperatures of -5c to -15c (23F to 5F), little wind
and hardly any snow, so we could drive right out to the lighthouse without the need
for the snowmobile or Komatik. Our station went together in hours, not days. We
had a generator with us, but we never lost power, so we never had to use it.
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Best Score, Worst Performance
Here is a chart comparing our scores from our three operations:
Year
2006
2019
2020*

QSOs
1,506
1,206
1,648

States/Provs
59
54
58

DXc
71
74
85

Score
1,473,290
1,141,504
1,735,734

Rank
#1
#9, #2 in NA
#15, #1 in NA

*Claimed score, not yet adjudicated
So, despite turning in the best claimed score ever, we appear to be significantly
behind our big competitors in Africa, Asia and Europe. This may be a tribute to the
growing popularity of this contest, but we are undeterred. We are keen to return in
2021 and probably for many years to come.
More than just the contest
In 2020, we had an extra mission. Working Zone 2 from Japan is extremely
difficult on 160m and 80m. Not only is the path through the auroral zone but there
are few hams in Zone 2 and fewer still with good antennas on these two bands. In
the days leading up to the contest, we made a priority of trying to work Japanese
hams because we knew the demand for Zone 2 on those bands was huge. While we
worked JH2TPI on 80m and we heard JA7NI and a JH3 on 160m CW during the
contest, signals were extremely weak. We planned to try FT8 during the morning and
afternoon openings to Japan.
Over the four days leading up
to the contest, we had thirty-six
QSOs with Japanese amateurs,
twelve on 160m FT8, twentythree on 80m FT8, and one on
80m CW. These were with thirty
different JA stations. Of the
Japanese amateurs we worked
on 160m, only one was loud
enough that we could have
completed a CW QSO – JA8WKE.

Dave - VE9CB, Chris -VE3FU, Frank – VO1HP

We count this as a great success and will try and work more Japanese hams on
our next trip in January 2021. The Japanese CQ Magazine included a story on our
operation in JA4DND’s “Low Band DXing’ column.
Good Press Coverage
In addition to JA4DND’s coverage in the Japanese CQ Magazine, we gained good
exposure for Amateur Radio to the general public.
CBC Radio 1 in Labrador interviewed Chris VE3FU before the contest and carried
the interview on as the first item on “Labrador Morning” on 24 January 2020. You
can hear the interview with Chris
http://cbc.mc.tritondigital.com/CBC_LABRADOR_MORNING_FROM_CBC_RADIO_NFL
D_AND_LABRADOR_HIGHLIGHTS_P/media/labmorning-4naCZKfo-20200124.mp3
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As well, Dave VE9CB was interviewed by the Northern Pen newspaper. The
interview appeared in the Northern Pen and the St John’s Evening Telegram in the
weeks after the contest. You can see the article on
https://www.saltwire.com/lifestyles/regional-lifestyles/ham-radio-fans-reach-out-tothe-world-from-labrador-lighthouse-409949/?fbclid=IwAR1uuQ0cElCq69j749RE7ntBo05yXGpT9PLxH8F8OFX5e6W53npRZL-yZE#.XkR5ObTxhHZ.facebook .
Permanent Amateur Radio Presence at Point Amour
The Point Amour lighthouse was also the site of a Marconi marine radio station
from 1904 to the mid-1960s. Its first call sign was MPR, and there is now a
permanent Amateur Radio call sign assigned to the site – VO2MPR. The management
of the site is very keen to encourage Radio Amateurs to visit the site. While we were
there, we installed a multi-band dipole that any visiting Radio Amateur may use. They
will have a desk with power available for you to set up and operate. You may use the
VO2MPR call sign, or your own call sign. Just bring your own rig. This should be a
prime site for anyone interested in exploring Labrador, operating from Zone 2, or for
taking part in the annual International Lighthouse Lightships Weekend (ILLW) in
August each year.
So, visit Labrador. The “Big Land” has a great deal to offer. But go in summer, and
leave January to Chris, Frank and I.

MARQUESAS, TX7T - NOVEMBER 2019
DIDIER CADOT , F6BCW
The Marquesas Archipelago is a group of
15 islands and islets located 1370 km
northeast of Tahiti. The Marquesas
Islands are a separate DXCC entity and are
part of French Polynesia. The population
of the Marquesas Islands is approximately
9,300,
The CanAm DX Group is a team of
Radio Amateurs that has conducted a
number of DXpeditions over the past 15
years. The group has never conducted a
DXpedition in tents and with generators. Rather, the focus has been on relatively few
countries that are accessible by air and have electricity. A team of eight operators
was active from Hiva Oa (OC-027) in the Marquesas Islands from 6 to 19 November
2019. The team made 31,000 QSOs in 136 DXCC countries. At the time of the
DXpedition, the Marquesas Islands were ranked 59th on Club Log's list of the world's
most wanted and 28th for Europe.
The TX7T group consisted of eight operators -Robert Brandon K5PI, Team
Manager Madison Jones W5MJ; Keith Witney VE7KW; Neil King VA7DX; Bob
Feldtman W5RF; Bill Priakos W5SJ; Bob Allphin K4UEE; and Didier Cadot F6BCW. This
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was Didier's first DXpedition with the group, although he worked with VE7KW on
Operation TM100VIMY and organized the TX5EG expedition to the same location in
2017.
The first challenge for any DXpedition is to find accommodation and a place to
operate. The team spent a lot of time looking for a location on the beach on the
north side of one of the four islands served by Air Tahiti. There are no longer any
boarding houses or hotels directly on a beach to the north. Lodging was finally found
on the south side of Hiva Oa, (an island dear to Paul GAUGUIN and Jacques BREL)
near the village of Atuona on a hillside 75m above the Pacific Ocean. There was an
unobstructed view for several kilometres at the bottom of a valley to the North
towards the Europe SP and the USA/Canada, and directly overlooking the Pacific via
the Europe LP. The direction
due North and North/West was
blocked by mountains over
1000m high.
This was not ideal terrain,
but Didier F6BCW who had
operated with TX5EG from this
site in 2017, was able to give
valuable information on the
exact location of the antennas.
For the antennas, Didier
negotiated an agreement to
use an additional common land
adjacent to the pension. With this information, VE7KW drew up an antenna plan that
met the requirements of a three-station operation.
Accommodation at Pension Kanahau was modest but very comfortable. Tania
was an excellent hostess and cook. The Marquesas Islands are the fruit and
vegetable garden of much of French Polynesia and we enjoyed a beautiful variety.
Raw fish in all its forms is a staple food throughout French Polynesia and the whole
team really enjoyed it.
The pile-ups were very good, but most of
the signals were weak. We made a special
effort to work on the European stations and
they were particularly weak. We found that
CW and FT8 were the best modes given the
conditions, although we used SSB during the
good propagation conditions.

Take-off to SSW – long path to EU
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We had no radio or amplifier failure and
almost no interference between stations. The
distribution of the antennas, their distance and
the optimization of the polarizations (vertical
or horizontal) greatly contributed to the
quality of the traffic.

 A first Hexbeam was used for 12 and 20 meters and placed directly behind
the boarding house.
 A second Hexbeam was used for 10, 17 & 40m. It was placed at the top of
the hill, 50m above the pension.
 A Moxon made by VE7KW was installed for 15 and 30 at the South of the
pension.
 A vertical network of two elements for 40 (designed by the W4RNL) and
manufactured by Didier F6BCW was deployed just below the pension. This
antenna could be switched from NE to SW (SP or LP EU). This antenna
proved to be the most efficient for 40.
 A two-element beam for 80M was placed from the top of the hill to a point
just above the pension. This antenna is described in the June 2018 issue of
QST.
 An inverted-L for 160M was installed on an 18m fiberglass mast with two
elevated radials. It was just above the pension.
 3 Elecraft K3 radios, three Expert 1.3 and 1.5 amplifiers and a Juma PA1000
were used, with one KX3 as backup. A total of 238 accessories, cables,
tools, etc. were distributed among the team members. This included 650
meters of coaxial - everything was used!
Donations and equipment loans were received from Expert Linears, DX
Engineering, Radiosport helmets, Messi and Paoloni, Gigaparts and Quicksilver Radio.
All this was a challenge under the scorching southern summer sun, on the steep
hillside, and with only two team members under the age of 70.
We reached our goal of 30,000 QSOs and are pleased that 13% of our QSOs were
completed with Europe. Thank you all for the QRX during the limited EU openings.
CW was very productive with over 51% of QSOs. FT8 and FT4 were also significant
with 35% of the QSOs. FT8's DX'P (Fox-Hound) mode sometimes worked well, but we
had the same software problems as VP6R. It seemed that many stations did not have
the correct configuration of the FT8 WSJT-X Hound, so we sometimes used FT4. We
also did some QSOs with standard FT8, but this mode is very slow for a DXpedition.
We encourage all FT8 operators to use RS232 to connect the computer to the radio,
and to activate the Split (Rig or Fake It). For more information on the DX'P mode of
the WSJT-X in several languages follow the link.
https://physics.princeton.edu/pulsar/k1jt/wsjtx.html
73 QRO and see you in 2021 for a new DXpedition organized by yours truly. I'll tell
you about it in a few months!!!
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HU1DL – EL SALVADOR – FEBRUARY 2020
WERNER HASEMANN, DJ9KH
After having been to Macau in
2019 we found El Salvador to be a
good location for DXpedition
activities under the current sunspot
situation. Looking at the current
most wanted-list we were not overly
optimistic of obtaining outstanding
results. This led us to the idea of
putting our focus on the low-bands
and the digital mode FT-8.
Consequently we left the beamantennas for the higher bands at
home and decided to travel with seven fibre glass poles, the tallest 22 m long. With
that it was hard enough to keep to the airline’s limit of 23 kg per person.
It is always a good idea to contact the local amateurs of the country you are
visiting, if there are any. Fortunately we found a number of good friends, filled with
real ham spirit, in the Radio Club of El Salvador. More than half a year before we left
home we were in contact with them and informed them about our intentions. They
assisted us in finding an excellent operations site, helped us to get the licences with
the attractive HU call sign, arranged the transfers, gave us good hints as to how to
behave in El Salvador, and made arrangements for us with the local customs
authorities.
Thus equipped we boarded our flights in Berlin. After around 12 hours, with stops
in Madrid and Guatemala City, we landed in San Salvador where we were warmly
welcomed by YS1RS and YS1MS. They led us to our beach bungalows directly on the
Pacific Coast about 60km from the capital. “Thanks” to jet-lag we found ourselves at
6 o'clock in the morning in the
garden mounting the first
antennae.
Our 'antenna-team' erected the
seven fibre glass masts from 22 to
12 meters, almost at the water-line.
They were carrying our 160, 80 and
30m verticals and the 20, 15-10 and
12-17m rhombic-loop antennas.
The 60m dipole was hanging
between two 15m high palm-trees.
The four working-sites with the
HU1DL – verticals on the beach
K3's, the Kw linears and the
computer network were established
by the second team, so that we were ready to start our activities after eight hours.
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Initially, we felt 30.000 QSOs in 14 days would be a very ambitious goal. With that
in mind we started with four stations simultaneously. Our first surprising realization
was: Ooops, no man made QRM, almost no static noise and good signals from all over
the world. And all that with wire-antennas!
24 hours later we had 7,000 QSOs in our logbook, far more than we expected
earlier. Very exciting were the 450 QSOs on 160m. To be honest, after recognizing
the statistics of the first days I was a little bit shocked about the great number of FT8contacts. Would this become an FT-8 expedition? Fortunately (my personal opinion)
it did not turn out like this, in the end we had less than 30% FT8 contacts.
Nevertheless, FT-8 has become a very popular mode and still has a great potential for
ham radio operators to improve their operating techniques. Our FT-8-operators told
me that they saw many callers below 1000Hz when they were in the S/H-mode. A
new experience for me was to see, that it is possible to operate FT-8 with two
stations on different bands from one computer. What a progress (?!) for an old
school operator.
Talking about antennae,
following the wire-antennaconcept we were using
verticals with one elevated
radial on 160m, 80m and 30m.
On 40m, the most surprising
band, we had a delta-loop. The
higher bands were served by
rhombic-loop antennas
designed by DK7ZB. For
12/17m we used concentric
loops fed with separate cables; for 10/15m we used concentric loops fed with one
cable. Both types performed very well. We were even able to work 12m and 17m
same time with a kW, without problem. You should know that the antenna wires
were only 40cm apart!
With well over 20% of all our QSOs on the low-bands we fulfilled our plan. 40m
and 160m performed much better than expected. For example, almost daily we were
able to find stations from Europe two hours after their sunrise.
We expected nothing on 10 meters, but managed to work 200 stations from three
continents.
Our K3s transceivers performed well as usual. One KPA 500 gave up after a few
days as well as one of the Expert amplifiers. Many thanks to the Elecraft-team - they
sent us spare parts. This way we could use it again a few days later. In the meantime
Roberto YS1RS lent us his Collins 30L1 linear - old but in a good shape, just like the
operators in our team.
As stated earlier, we had close contacts with our good friends of the Radio Club of
El Salvador. So, one day they organized a tour for us into the capital San Salvador, to
the volcano Boquerón, the coffee plantation of Walter Soundy and the club station
with the bureaus of the Radio Club. A very interesting day - we learned a lot of new
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facts about coffee-farming, the problems they have with climate change and how
coffee is processed before we find it in our cups.
With around 100 members, the
Radio Club of El Salvador is quite a
small club with not more than 10
regularly active hams. The building
with the masts and antennas was
overwhelming as well as the warm
welcome by the club officials. The
'Collins-exhibition' at the club station
was very impressive. Most of the
amateurs today don't even know the
brand Collins but for me it was like
the comeback of my dreams of the
first years of my ham-radio life.

Antenna farm at the Radio Club

Back at the stations we realized,
that we had the realistic chance to cross the 50,000 QSO border during the coming
nine days. We even took the opportunity to join the WPX RTTY-contest and finished
that with 2.4m points - Number 3 in North America, number 1 in El Salvador...
Propagation stayed moderate, the operators were in a good mood and the service
in and around our bungalows was excellent. The exceptional conditions enabled us to
reach and even exceed our goal. By the morning of the day we left, we ended up with
60,250 QSOs, double of what we initially expected.
With the good feeling that we performed quite well under the actual sunspot
conditions we flew back to Europe.
As promised, our QSL-manager is already sending out QSL-cards, the OQRS and
the LoTW-service has started. So let me take the opportunity to thank all our
supporters, DX-clubs and sponsors and specially our friends in El Salvador and last
but not least all our QSO partners worldwide.
HU1DL – Band/Mode breakdown

HU1DL Continent by mode

Band SSB CW FT8 RTTY Total Total %
3293 5.5%
160 71 1932 1290 0
6801 11.3%
80 424 3963 2266 148
346 1279 0
1625 2.7%
60 0
40 3409 6731 2289 1384 13813 22.9%
3859 4922 477
9258 15.4%
30 0
11928 19.8%
20 2320 7128 1606 874
8148 13.5%
17 2572 2998 2126 452
4303 7.1%
15 700 2064 1216 323
744 1.2%
12 148 384 196 16
282 0.5%
10 30 112 129 11
Totals 9674 29517 17319 3685 60195
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Band SSB CW RTTY FT8 Total Total %
16
73
228 0.4%
AF 50 89
0
0
0
0
0.0%
AN 0
3413 7255 12.1%
AS 594 2994 254
EU 2354 12281 1080 5729 21444 35.6%
NA 6258 13157 2187 7116 28718 47.7%
215 469 0.8%
OC 41 199 14
773 2081 3.5%
SA 377 797 134
Totals 9674 29517 3685 17319 60195

R205NEW - BOGOSLOVA ISLAND, AS-205
VASILY V. PINCHUK, R7AL
“Only two things we’ll regret
On deathbed – that we are
A little loved and little traveled”
Mark Twain

Bogoslova island is one of the most remote
and hard-to-reach uninhabited islands on
Russian Far East. It’s located at the entrance to
Natalii bay in a North-Eastern part of Kamchatka
peninsula with no settlements for a hundred
miles around.

Until recently Bogoslova was not listed in the
IOTA Directory, but in accordance with the latest announcement of new IOTA groups,
it was added to the list with the unique number AS-205.
The only way to get to this island is
traveling by the sea from PetropavlovskKamchatskiy city (the distance is almost
1200 km. one way). For this expedition
we chartered the sailing yacht “Oberon”
with an experienced skipper.
The original schedule was to set sail
on June 9th immediately after returning
from Paramushir, but the weather
changed things. An extensive cyclone
moved from the East and according to
the forecast should have hit the coast.
Sailing yacht “Oberon” before the departure
from Petropavlovsk-Kamchatskiy

Finally Andrey (the skipper) set the
departure for midnight on June 11th.
We were busy throughout the day with yacht loading and pre-travel preparations. In
the evening, when absolutely everything was ready for a long travel, we got the
disturbing information on VHF from the fishing vessel, which was on Barents sea
somewhere not too far from the coast. They reported that they had 3.5 meter waves
and squalling wind.
We were very worried about this information but our skipper decided that we
had no other option and we needed to make our way to the North as quickly as
possible. Otherwise, we risked staying in Petropavlovsk for a few more days.
I can confidently say that I have some experience sailing in rough seas and am not
very susceptible to seasickness, but what happened the next 24 hours was a real
nightmare. The ocean raged, covering our yacht with huge waves over and over
again. It was impossible to stand, lie or move inside the cabin. I had to constantly
strain my muscles and be extremely concentrated so as not to break my head.
Different items that were not fixed well flew around the cabin and nobody cared
about them. Albert UB9WLJ and two crew members developed severe seasickness.
On the second day the weather began to calm down a little, but the yacht was still
swaying a lot. In the remaining two days the ocean was more or less calm.
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After we went into Natalii Bay
and approached the northern side of
Bogoslova Island, the weather
changed dramatically! Icy wind and
fog gave way to bright sun and calm.
Looking ahead, I’ll say that Natalii
Bay has a fantastic micro climate and
all three days on the island the
weather was really perfect with the
daytime temperature 18+C.
Visual inspection revealed that
there is a long pebble beach in the
Lunch on a yacht after the storm
northern part of Bogoslova Island. It
promised us an easy landing and
clear take-offs to the most important and distant regions, such as Europe and East
Coast of NA. The location also was good enough for Japan, but Oceania and partly the
West Coast were covered by the hill.
We launched the Zodiac and decided to go on a reconnaissance trip to the island
– myself, the skipper and one of the yacht’s crew.
Soon after our landing we faced with the big problem – the whole coast was
dotted with bear tracks, as well as fresh bear stool. Guys told me that most likely the
bears still somewhere on the island and staying here is not safe. After some
discussion we decided to stay on the island accompanied by two guys of the yacht’s
crew on a regular basis. Their task will be to protect our camp and maintain a bonfire
during our radio activity. Also the skipper insisted that 12-year-old Albert would stay
onboard the yacht at least for the first
night.
After returning to the yacht
another unpleasant surprise awaited
us – Vlad RK8A complained of poor
health and a fever. However, he flatly
refused to stay on the yacht and we
started unloading the equipment.

“Oberon” anchored at Natalii bay

Thanks to the help of the yacht’s
crew it took no more than two hours
to take all our equipment to the
meadow. Guys also installed the tents
while we were busy with the
antennas.

We set up two antennas: 2element VDA for 20m band on the high tide mark and EFHW (End-Feed Half Wave)
for 30m.
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Our camp on Bogoslova island, AS-205NEW

VDA on the shore and view towards NA

Our plan was is to keep the 20m station running constantly, band condition
permitting, as a main station with VDA and Power Amplifier for a long distance QSOs
with Europe and NA. The second radio (100 Watts) would be used simultaneously on
30m to work with Far East and Oceania, when one of us was not sleeping or busy
with other things.
The first QSO from AS-205NEW was made at 20-23 UTC on June, 15th with the
French station F6CSQ. 20mwas in a really good shape all the day long and we had a
big pile-up.
The next morning
Vlad’s health improved
and he was able to begin
operating. Everything
was going very well and
after the first full day we
had logged more than
2,000 QSOs.
We enjoyed our stay
on
the
island – crystal
Vasily, R7AL
Vlad, RK8A
clear air, pile-ups,
majestic and untouched nature. Meanwhile the guys were busy with diving and
fishing. Thank God there were no bears around so we were able to let Albert be with
us on the island.
We continued to work non-stop, but on the third day conditions became poor and
the polar path almost closed. It looked like a geo magnetic storm started , but
anyway we were QRV even with the very low QSO-rate.
Last QSO from Bogoslova island AS-205 was made at 00-30 UTC on June 19th. By
the end we had made 4,435 QSOs.
R205NEW radio team wishes to express an utmost gratitude to Clubs,
Foundations and Individual Donors for their trust, encouragement and support!!
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Such a difficult and expensive IOTA projects are impossible without your help!!
Thanks everyone for QSOs with AS-205 and see you soon on the air!!
[Albert, UB9WLJ is the 12 year old grandson of Vlad, RK8A]

IOTA NEWS
ROGER BALISTER, G3KMA
IOTA and Coronavirus
What a difference two months make! I know that you are all
pretty fed up with folk going on about coronavirus. But who would
have guessed that so many of us would now be under couch-arrest?
Before saying more, I join everyone else in expressing huge respect
for and thanks to the many doctors, clinicians, nurses, care home
staff and emergency services for the brilliant work they are doing.
But I do have to say something on behalf of the IOTA Programme to
any wannabe IOTA DXpeditioners. Simple and short: STAY HOME and SELF-ISOLATE.
By all means GET ON THE RADIO. There is really no sense at this time in risking
catching the virus by venturing forth to an island unless you have to go for reasons
not connected with IOTA. And, perhaps more importantly, you don’t want to bring
the virus, unwittingly since you could be asymptomatic, to remote communities
which may not have the hospital facilities required to deal with it.
Understandably, over the last two months we have seen scores of operations
cancelled. It’s on course to making 2020 a poor year for operations from the rarer
IOTA groups. No complaints, this is how it must be. Let’s look on the bright side.
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When things return to normal – and they will – there will be a surge of operations
and band conditions may be getting better by then. In the meantime there is for
many chasers plenty of activity to boost a score. They may be mainly resident island
stations but, if they are under STAY HOME instructions from their government, they
may be spending more time on the air. Fill in those gaps while you can. If you are one
of those with time on your hands, why not take the opportunity to get your IOTA
credits lined up for an application? Enter or update your log on Club Log and then
register on the IOTA website. By then going to MY IOTA you can see how many
credits you can claim through QSO matching. This way there is no need for cards. The
IOTA Operations Table lists some 8,000 IOTA operations, where, with few exceptions,
the logs have been enabled for QSO matching. It is quite surprising how this has
revolutionised IOTA award management in barely four years. Some participants have
registered a score of over 500 purely from QSO matches. Across the database some
65% of all credits in the last two years have been matches. It really is easy. Some folk
prefer to submit cards. This is an option open to you and, of course, in some cases
where the operation log has not been posted, it is the only way to get credit. QSL
cards will always be with us.
Vacancy for a Webmaster
We are looking for a volunteer to help us make improvements to the front end of
the IOTA website at www.iota-world.org. He/she should have programming
experience on Joomla, PHP and MySQL, perhaps professional programmer skills, and
should have some knowledge of and interest in the IOTA Programme. IOTA’s IT
Manager would provide support. Much would depend on the skills on offer. Would
suit someone who has an hour or so a week spare. Applications to Roger, G3KMA at
g3kma@outlook.com.
Vacancy for an Events Manager
We are open to ideas for short IOTA activity periods. If someone is willing to set
one up, suggest rules and be responsible for receiving logs and adjudication, we
would be interested to hear from them. Applications to Roger, G3KMA at
g3kma@outlook.com.
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THE CDXC DIGITAL DIARY
ROGER COOKE, G3LDI
CoronaVirus
Well, who would have even contemplated the shutdown of UK Ltd
a few months ago? It has changed life completely for most people,
with some suffering unimaginable hardship. With no job to worry
about, no mortgage, and with my offspring and families living in
London, self-isolation is the norm! This is a great hobby to have under
our present lockdown circumstances. I do hope you are all keeping
out of society, but getting on the air more.
Digital Table
Dave G3SBP convinced me to change the table from RTTY only to Digital, BUT
showing a RTTY column. You all know my bias toward RTTY, but with a column just
showing RTTY I am OK with that. This is the new arrangement as suggested by Dave:

G3SBP
Only use Confirmed entries as it will get
very large otherwise. ARRL is the total of all
digital modes ever accepted by ARRL, RTTY as
normal and Digital, all new electronic modes
separate from RTTY.
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Just to explain it a little further, Dave sent this:
ARRL 289, RTTY 235 and Digital 223
As I’ve worked new Countries ARRL includes all new digital modes as well as RTTY
so my grand total is 289. On RTTY I’ve had to go back and manually count from my
Log book to get 235. Digital has been done the same way from my Log book and is
the total of PSK, JT and FT modes (mainly the latter) and that adds up 223.
These are all Confirmed.
So, please don’t count digital voice, or CW!!!! Remember it’s your CONFIRMED
score, not worked.
I asked the question of ARRL as to which Digital modes are accepted for
LOTW/DXCC. I was astounded at the list! This is what I received:
AMTOR, ARDOP, CHIP, CLOVER, CONTESTI, DOMINO, FSK31, FSK441, FT4, FT8, GTOR,
HELL, HFSK, ISCAT, JT4, JT65, JT6M, JT9, MFSK16, MFSK8, MINIRTTY, MSK144, MT63,
OLIVIA, OPERA, PACKET, PACTOR, , PAX, PSK10, PSK125, PSK2K, PSK31, PSK63,
PSK63F, PSKAM, PSKFEC31, Q15, QRA64, ROS, RTTY, RTTYM, T10, THOR, THROB, VOI,
WINMOR, WSPR
Note that TQSL can map unaccepted modes in an ADIF file to modes that are
accepted.
Before you ask (I asked WIKI ) RTTYM:
RTTYM, developed by Nick Fedoseev (UT2UZ) in 2005, is a digital mode derived
from Olivia. It aims to deliver a compromise of speed and performance. RTTYM is
about four times faster than Olivia, but trades the speed for reduced robustness and
sensitivity.
This is the quote I received from ARRL:
The list of modes supported (accepted) in QSOs for LoTW can be found at
https://lotw.arrl.org/lotw-help/frequently-asked-questions/?lang=en#modes
From the DXCC Rules at http://www.arrl.org/dxcc-rules there is one Digital DXCC
Award, and it can be endorsed by number of country increments:
Digital: Contacts can include QSOs using any/all digital modes, in any combination
(except CW) since November 15, 1945. Digital modes include FT4, FT8, RTTY, PSK-31,
JT65, etc. and any modes that are only machine-readable, and any that use computer
sound card technology, with the exception of digital voice, which counts for Phone.
Endorsement stickers for affixing to certificates or pins will be awarded as
additional DXCC credits are granted. For the Mixed, Phone, CW, Digital, 40, 30, 20,
17, 15, 12 and 10-Meter DXCC, stickers are provided in exact multiples of 50 (i.e. 150,
200) etc. between 100 and 250 DXCC credits, in multiples of 25 between 250 and
300, and in multiples of 5 above 300 DXCC credits.
OK, now for the updates and comments The table has just the updates I have
received so far, BUT I have your name and call in the table so please submit as
described above and I will edit the table accordingly. I suspect it will take a while to
catch up again with the new listing, but hey, you DO have time!!!!
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Input
This is from Dave G3UEG.
I have just been doing FT8 (and a little bit of FT4) data modes since February 2018.
I had started downsizing my station and thought these modes would give me
opportunities with restricted antennas and to give me a new challenge. My main
antenna is an OCFD in inverted V shape with the centre at about 12m with one half
running over and very close to the roof of the house. I have got DXCC confirmed on all
bands from 80m up to 15m which are the only bands I currently operate. I sometimes
put up specific single band vertical antennas with elevated radials for specific
purposes. (eg to work Hawaii on 20m to complete WAZ and WAS which are now
confirmed In terms of my current score for the new table, I have not worked anything
on FT4 that I have not worked on FT8. I assume both count for the ARRL total.
This is from Phil ZL3PAH
Hope you are well amidst the virus confusion. We are locked down here in NZ for
the next four weeks (at least) starting tonight. Have cancelled our trip to the UK in
Jun/July so will probably be next year before we get over there again.
My new total for RTTY is 228 worked/211 confirmed. Since I don’t do FT8 or any of
the new-fangled digital modes that is all I have for you!
Stay well & safe.
Obviously the table will be affected in strange ways, because some do not bother
with the new JT modes, including me.
John GW4SKA sent his views on “Tables” etc!
Ray W2RS seems to be a bit confused. The country totals are not from BARTG
members. We don’t have members and I think the totals come from anyone who
sends them in? He also comments on not knowing which modes they used for those
totals. At the moment it is all RTTY scores.
Tables .. do we need 1 or 2? Personally I am not that bothered. I will always value
my RTTY totals and couldn’t care less how many I work on the JT modes. I also wonder
how many CDXC members would want a list for FT8? They are critical enough about
RTTY not being ‘proper’ amateur radio and needing no skill! Maybe we just need a
digital table now to encourage new entries.
The RTTY table is like the DXCC lists. The top ten have been in the same location
for decades and there is no way that anyone can catch them now. Since moving to
Wales 15 years ago and getting antennas sorted out, I have missed very little in the
way of new countries, and now have 300+ confirmed. Getting any higher in the list
depends entirely on DXpeditions activating rare locations, some of which have not
seen action in the past 20 years. Despite the use of FT8 on DXpeditions, there are still
new ones to be found. Both VP8PJ and 9J2LA were easily workable on RTTY from
Northern Europe. Now we have to wait until the Covid-19 situation improves before
much new appears.
Martin G0HDB raises a good point about keeping the weak signal, proper DX,
activity away from the everyday stuff. It would be very useful. The only way it will
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happen is if it is led by DXers who refuse to work any non-DX callers. Where do you
put the sub-band? In the ‘RTTY’ section? The DXpeditions are already running FT8 on
14085/14090.
Update from Phil GU0SUP:
Last Friday, I happened to pop into the shack at lunchtime to fix a small garden
light. Noticed that H44MS was being spotted in EU on 17m FT8, so I fired things up,
and was very surprised to actually hear him calling for GJ0KYZ. As he was repeatedly
calling with no reply, I called him, and almost fell out of the chair when he came back
to me. Reports were -16/-17 and I am now pleased to see that it shows up in the
Clublog log-checker. That is country number 300 on digital modes for me, so I am very
pleased with that. Apparently Bernhard (home call is DL2GAC) is currently stuck in
H44 as there are no flights available due to the current situation, so I could be waiting
for a while before I get it confirmed.
Since the ARRL decided that my RTTY DXCC was to become a DIGITAL DXCC, I
decided that I would make the most of the available modes. I even managed P29 on
PSK a few years back, and for an all-time new one. I know RTTY is great fun, and I
continue to enjoy RTTY contests, but for DXpeditions, I can see the major advantage
for them in using FT8 in fox/hound mode. For a start, I doubt I would have heard
VP8PJ on RTTY at all, but managed them on FT8 on 17m. FT8 means that you can’t
send a brag tape, but simply use the messages as they are. If they had been on RTTY
instead, there would have been endless callers sending them garbage like name, QTH,
radio/antenna/interface/program etc. Even now in contests, I still get folk sending me
the default MMTTY “call him” macro of GU0SUP GU0SUP DE AA1AA AA1AA AA1AA
PSE K which is slightly annoying. In the last contest (EA RTTY), I had one IK0 station
call me like that, and he then sent a long brag tape, but no serial number. And, he
was calling over an over before I got to him, so he clearly saw me sending TU 599 153
etc. Maybe when conditions start to improve, then we might see a move back to
RTTY, but with such poor conditions at the present time, FT8 is doing the business!
Dave G3SBP ‘spent many hours going through my log manually etc. etc.’ Why? It
might be worth mentioning to Dave that many decent logging programs will filter by
mode. My logging is with N1MM+, and then the log is exported as an .adi file into
DXkeeper. The log can be displayed by band, mode or date with a simple click on a
filter, and then checked for country or zone totals.
That’s plenty from me!
BARTG Trophy.
Despite announcing that FlexRadio will be sponsoring a BARTG trophy each year,
starting this year, the company we decided to approach is closed down due to the
pandemic. More details will follow, when possible. Hopefully things will get back to
normal in the near future.
GB60ATG
Calling all BARTG members! We need more volunteers to take a week using
GB60ATG. You can use any digital mode, so there is no restriction to RTTY.
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BARTG was established 60 years ago and to celebrate this anniversary the group is
running a special award. The callsign GB60ATG is being activated week by week from
one of the seven UK countries and the logs uploaded to Hamlogs.net. Each activation
works as many bands and digital modes as possible and one point is awarded for
each band/mode slot across all bands 160m to 70cm thus making 12 band slots per
mode and with operations on FT8, FT4, RTTY, PSK, JT65, JT9 and others then up to 72
band slots per country are possible. This is not as easy as it seems but can be
achieved within the year to 30th June 2020. Certificates for single or mixed modes
can be applied for with Bronze (20 slots), Silver (40), Gold (60) and of course Diamond
(75) being available by application to the BARTG Awards Manager. When and where
the callsign is used is given on the Diamond Jubilee schedule page on the BARTG
website at http://bartg.org.uk/wp/gb60atg-schedule/
We also need operators from GI, GJ and GU. If you fancy running the special call
for a few days, please contact our awards manager Chris G8APB
plummerc42@hotmail.com
As for uploading logs, no need. Just send an ADI file to John GW4SKA and he will
do the rest. You can glean more information, including the operator schedule if you
take a look at: www.bartg.org.uk/wp/gb60atg-schedule/
Gordon G3PXT had a recent one week spot!
Another great week operating GB60ATG - 73 DXCC, 31 states using FT8, FT4, RTTY
& PSK.
Choice DX included:
17m FT8: A92GE, BH1TSU, FG8OJ, JA4LKB, JA7GAB, JA9ISZ, LW2EIY, LW4DXH, LW4DXW, LW5DR,
PY2IQ, PY8WW, TR8CA, YB1JQC, YB7SKM, ZB2IF,, ZS5LEE, ZS5AP, ZS6WBT, ZS6ZA
20M FT4: 4S6NCH, JA0JWQ, JA6LIE, JG1SYK, JR5MJS, TF3IG, VU2SGW, VU2YQ, YC1MRF
20M FT8: 3B8CW, 4U1UN, PY5HSD, R9CS, R9UK, VK3KE, VK3SIM, YB2HAF, YB7SKM
40M FT8: CO2WP, RA9CAD, TF1OL, VK3BRT, VK3DA

Equipment: - TS590SG, ACOM1500,
TS200X. TSB2000
Antennas - 34ft vertical 5/8th 17m,
Two half waves end feed 20m @ 25ft ,
Dipole @ 21ft

G3PXT

The special call NOV finishes at the end
of June, so hopefully some Data ops will
use it.

BARTG HF Contest
No point in taking part myself with the antenna situation. I am trying to sort out
some of the problems alone, but it is very difficult as you know.
However, a report from John GW4SKA follows:
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It was good to see and work Andrew GB60ATG and Chris M0A in the contest. I saw
Andrew work a VK so he must have been going well! My effort was a bit mixed. I
screwed up my break early on Saturday by starting again eight minutes too early,
which meant I lost nearly three hours of operating time; a shame because at the end I
was working at 80 an hour on 40m and had to stop.
Saturday was much as expected, much better than last year for numbers but
nothing special. I did get all the continents by the time I packed up at 23:00. No VK/ZL
but several YB stations on 20 and 40m. Having got the six continents, I ignored the
grey line time on Sunday morning and had a lie-in until 07:30; lovely!
Sunday was better with some good DX and a bit on 21MHz.Overall there was
more activity than last year, I suspect due to the virus keeping many ops at home.
DX included:
80m: K0, 1, 8 40m: 9M2, CO, HP, J6, JA, all K areas, UA9, VK, YB, ZL 20m: HS, 4 JA
areas, all K areas, TG, 5 VE areas, VK, VP8, VU, YB, YV 15m: CX, LU, PY and some Euros
10m: Background noise, I did check by sending brief CQs and watching the RBN.
1042 QSOs 134 DXCC 39 areas 6 continents for 1,081,596 points 30 hours 10 minutes
operating, so I will lose 14 QSOs from the last 10 minutes.
JT MODES
Dave G3SBP sent an FT8 report:
All bands have been buzzing over the past month mainly with Europeans but early
on several DXpeditions were still running. It’s beginning to look at times that the 3kHz
slot allocated to FT8 is not large enough!
VP8PJ and VP2VB provided good signals and were easily worked even with wire
antennas. Other DX worked mainly to fill in slots:80m: 9X2AW 40m: A91GP, AP2AM, EX0QR, SU1SK 30m: T6AA 20m : 9M8DEN,
FS4UBS, H33K, ZF2RJ 17m : C6AJB, ET3TK 10m : SO1WS.
The use of FT8 F/H certainly speeds up QSO numbers when conditions are good
but when signal levels were low multiple channel operation reduced the signals even
further requiring numerous retries to complete. On one occasion it took three
attempts to get a RR73 only to find I was then shown three times in the log for the
one call! I suspect others will have had the same problem.
This raises another point with FT8 operation where some DX stations after
exchanging reports reply with a RR73 and immediately go on to work another station
without waiting for a 73 from the calling station. If the RR73 is then missed due to
conditions the calling station continues to send his signal report but is ignored by the
DX station because as far as he is concerned the station has been worked and in fact
has been logged. Would be better to wait for the Calling stations 73 before moving
on?
Gordon G3PXT has his usual enormous JT input – all 40m FT8:
3B8CW 45xYB 4K6OF 4L1BR 4S6NCH 5T5PA 5Z4/G3AB 6Y5HN 7Z1IS 8Q7PR 9H1US 9J2LA 9K2HM
9K2HQ 9M4DXX 9V1XX 9W8MAD 9X2AW 9Y4DG A45XR A61QQ A65DF AP2AM BYx10 C31LK
C31VQ C6AJB COx10 DU3CQ E21EIC EX0QR FM/PE1IGM H44MS H5NMF HB0HF HC1FQ
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HC2AO HI8NCC HKx5 HP1RY HS1OLQ JA2VHO JG1EZF JH1FNU JH4UYB JO4JDU JW4PUA KP4JRS
LU8YD OD5ZZ OY5ET PJ2MAN PJ7AA PV8BR PY2FEB PY7AHA PY9TW RA9x26 SU1SK TF1OLTF3VE
TI2VLM UK8AF UK8FCM UK8IAR V31MA VKx14 VK9NK VP9GE VR2XRW VU2AIE VU2NKS VU3BOJ
VU3OUM VU3XUJ WP4G XE2BCS XV1X YS1RS YV2JMO YV4JLG ZA/IK2RLM ZF1RC ZL3GAV ZL4IA
ZR6TVK ZS6ZA

Just to show that there are other digital modes, Dave G7SSE sent a list of his QSOs
on various modes:
Mode
Wkd Cfmd
Mode
Wkd Cfmd
MFSK
11
8
Digital (all)
229
221
OLIVIA
5
5
RTTY
223
209
PSK31
74
57
FT4
11
8
PSK63
55
41
FT8
85
68
PSK125
14
11
HELL
1
1
ROS
5
4
JT65
55
48
JT9
35
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Please send reports and pictures to roger@g3ldi.co.uk
Our congratulations to Roger, G3LDI on the announcement by RSGB
that he has been awarded the Kenwood Trophy in recognition of his
contribution to training and amateur radio development through his
arranging and developing successful CW boot camps – an activity
covering many years.

BOOK REVIEW
JULIAN AXE G4EHN
The ARRL Antenna Book - 24th Edition
I won £50 – probably not necessary to mention how - and decided to buy the latest
edition of the ARRL Antenna Book. I had a copy of the 1984 14th Edition (330 pages)
and wanted to see the additional material included in the 24th Edition (1,000+ pages).
The latest edition can be purchased as a single volume or as a four-volume boxed set,
which is slightly more expensive. In addition to Ward Silver, N0AX, the Lead Editor,
the two Contributing Editors and the Editorial Assistant, there is listed 33 other
contributors three of whom are M0EYT, G0KSC and G0MJW.
The ARRL Antenna Book is a reference source and does not replace, say, Bill Orr’s,
W6SAI, classic books on Wire Antennas, Beam Antennas and Cubical Quad Antennas,
or Les Moxon’s, G6XN, HF Antennas for All Locations, or the many more recently
published antenna books.
The ARRL Book is not just written for those wishing to build their own antennas
but to extend their knowledge of radio propagation, transmission lines, specific
designs for the various amateur frequency bands and measurement and test
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equipment. The latest edition includes antennas for the ever higher and lower
frequencies, portable operation and stealth and limited space antennas.
There are twenty-eight chapters within
six sections.
Chapters one to eight deal with basic
antenna topics: antenna fundamentals;
dipoles and monopoles; the effects of
ground; radio wave propagation; loop
antennas; multielement arrays; longperiodic dipole arrays; and antenna
modelling.
Chapters nine to fourteen concentrate
on LF, MF and HF antennas: single-band MF
and HF antennas; multiband HF; HF Yagi
and Quad; broadside and end-fire arrays;
long-wire; and HF antenna system design.
The third section has four chapters on
VHF, UHF, microwave, and space
communication antennas. The next section
focuses on special applications: portable;
stealth and limited space; mobile and
maritime HF; and receiving and directionfinding antennas. The fifth section has two
chapters on transmission lines and system
techniques.
The final four chapters concentrate on building and maintaining antenna systems:
antenna materials and construction; building antenna systems and towers; antenna
and transmission line measurement; and, finally, antenna system troubleshooting. At
the end of each chapter there is an extensive bibliography citing many of the original
articles published not just in the amateur radio literature but in academic and
professional journals and textbooks. There is a General Index, a Project Index and
Author Index.
Not to be short-changed, a coupon code is included for downloading
supplementary material that includes the fully searchable digital version of the
printed book, as well as expanded content, software, PC board templates, and other
reference files. Three examples of downloadable supplemental material –
approximately 10 for each chapter - are the many articles by Rudy Severns, N6LF, on
ground systems and vertical antennas, a tutorial on modelling of antennas using
EZNEC and stack feeding and switching systems.
The Book is not for bedside reading, except perhaps for insomniacs, but a well
written tome which explains clearly everything about every sort of antenna. The
graphics, illustrations and tabular material are excellent. Also, there are included so
many basic points often overlooked. These are separately highlighted and include, for
example, is resonance required? the history of the K factor graph; soil impedance vs
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frequency; the effect of trees; why 50 ohms impedance was adopted; cardiac
pacemakers and RF safety as well as the 10 most common tower building mistakes.
The book meets the highest standard expected of a good refence book which is
once you delve into a section you continue to read more. I am glad I have the new
edition but it might mean I will not need to buy anymore antenna books, which is a
pity.
The ARRL Antenna Book is available from the RSGB Shop priced at £42.49 for
Members and £49.99 for non-Members.

THE VOLUNTARY INTERCEPTORS
[There was some recent discussion on the CDXC Reflector concerning G6CJ’s famous
Aerial Circus which many of our older members will recall seeing at Club meetings. It
reminded me that following Dud Charmans’s death, a number of his papers came into
the possession of FOC for safe keeping. These included the original script for the tape
recorded lecture ‘Aerials for DX ’which was circulated to Clubs by RSGB.
There were also a number of articles covering the organisation and operation of the
Voluntary Interceptor system. There have been many articles written and published
on this subject but I am not aware that these personal reminiscences have previously
appeared. F5VHY]
From the archive of Dud Charman, G6CJ

A 1977 gathering of some well-known
DXers – Ken Alford – G2DX, Frank
Hicks-Arnold – G6MB and Dud
Charman – G6CJ. [Photo SWM 8/77]

Another important way in which the RSGB
“did its bit” during the war turned out to be an
important one. That task was of radio
interception. Security on this work was strict to
the extent that it was many years before some
of the story was made public. The TV
Programme “The Secret Listeners” by Peter
Wright appeared in 1979 and later in 1987
Nigel West was able to publish his book
“GCHQ” which contains a whole chapter on this
aspect of the war effort.

Radio monitoring had been in operation
from the time of the 1914 war, at which time
amateurs were considered quite unsuitable for
the work! By 1939, there were a number of civilian volunteers working for the Radio
Security Service (RSS) such as retired seagoing operators, but the whole service was
quite inadequate for war when it came in 1939. Expansion was needed and the task
was given to Lord Sandhurst, who had been a radio amateur and he went to the
RSGB to meet the President, Arthur Watts, to see what help could be offered.
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Arthur Watts was a city merchant and who had worked in the Admiralty “Room
40” (the cryptanalysis section of the Admiralty – Ed) and understood what was
needed. Yes, the RSGB could help. They had many hundreds of members either
retired or in essential jobs and not likely to be called up and who knew about fishing
out rare signals under an overlay of various noises – because that is what amateur
radio is all about!
The entire Council was nominated as a start, followed later by Society
representatives in the various regions of the UK as possible leaders of the groups to
be formed. It has been said that there were only seven voluntary interceptors at
work in the London area at the end of 1939 but it should be remembered that
security clearance was needed before a possible VI could be approached.
I was enrolled at Christmas 1939 soon after I attended a meeting with Arthur
Watts, Major Sandhurst, Captain Sabine , Royal Signals and three others. We four –
G6CJ, G6OT, G6NF and G2CO were to become the Group Leaders for the sectors
around London and the scheme was worked out sharing the work between the
groups under Sabine who was Regional Officer, Home South. Arthur Watts then
toured the country and within a few months, there were 400 VIs at work.
Radio Propagation is fickle and there was advantage in having stations all over the
country. It was expected that if an enemy station started up anywhere in the UK,
there would be a VI near enough to recognise a local suspect. They were instructed
to concentrate on a given slice of spectrum, to recognise all of the regular users and
our own services and to report anything unusual or irregular.
Radio is for exchanging messages
and to do this, the operators must have
regular times, and link up to schedules
even if they have no traffic. They use
regular procedures and codes for
dealing with interference and poor
conditions, error correction etc. In
regular communication, this is done by
internationally agreed codes and
procedures. A normal method of calling
up, for example, might be “ABC de
DEF” and these two calls would identify
the two stations. The fighting services
have their own systems which are quite
distinctive but not basically secret
although messages might be encoded.

Although not mentioned in Dud’s article,
“Box 25 Barnet” was the postal address
for Arkley View, the HQ of the Radio
Security Service (RSS). The VI inputs
would be analysed and consolidated
before being passed to nearby Bletchley
Park for full intelligence appraisal.

In the case of clandestine
operations, attempts are made at
concealment by imitating a regular
system or they use secret procedures
which would immediately mark them as suspect. If they get into difficulties, they
might revert to plain language or give away information leading to their identification
or helping decipherment of the message.
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What did the VIs find? Well, there was not much heard about local agents
although we would not have heard of any outcome about those. What was found
was a number of suspect stations which they were encouraged to watch. Those who
understood propagation soon came to know that these signals came from all over
Europe with some on long haul circuits. The VIs were required to include a note of
one or two regular occupants of the band which were useful as frequency markers,
times of interception and anything suspect, a complete record of anything sent
including comments, mistakes and backchat – all useful information. Logs were
posted as soon as possible to Box 25, Barnet.
A word of praise must be recorded for the GPO for logs posted as late as 3am had
a good chance of reaching Box 25 in the first delivery. Sometimes the logs were
returned with encouraging comments such as ‘suspect’, ‘more please’, or ‘covered,
thanks’.
The suspect stations did their best to avoid interception; usually the other end of
a coupled pair was on a different frequency; callsigns might be changed daily on
some sort of rota and in any case, only one call would be used at each end. This was
quite unusual and a great help to the VI rather than a hindrance! Another Teutonic
trick was the use of a QSA 0 (zero) The QSO code runs from 1 for unreadable to 5 for
very good but the “0” when they could not make connection was unique and it had
not been heard on the air before. In fact, the RSS was known amongst the ranks as
the “QSA Nought Club”!
There were other factors of use. Every individual operator has his own ‘fist’ and
every transmitter its characteristics which can be as recognisable as the human face
and hence a daily changing callsign was not a particular hindrance.
It was the specialised knowledge of this type, common to the amateur and
professional operator which made the VI so valuable. The mere knowledge of Morse
Code was only the start.
It was not often that the VI could find the other end of a link separated in
frequency. It required two receivers and even then in a small piece of spectrum there
might be some hundreds of other signals. At BOX 25, however, another log might
bring in the missing link.
The average session for the VI was a monotonous grind with only an occasional
catch. Still, even so, they were a wonderful crowd who worked with a dedication that
deserved the highest praise and all that they knew was that in some way they were
contributing to the war effort.
There were problems arising from a military control of a civilian voluntary
organisation. The different ways of thinking invariably led to misunderstandings and
frustrations and the group leaders were in the middle. By the nature of things’
instructions had to be changed suddenly but we blamed the enemy and carried on!
To keep up the morale and for human and technical reasons, the group leaders
had to get around seeing their VIs, usually in the black with only a tin-hat for
protection and finding the way by the faint glimmer of what the wartime regulations
had left of the headlights. This compounded the danger that the landscape might
blow up in front of him. Occasionally, there might be a local group or regional
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meeting with somebody from HQ to tell them what was going on and to leak a few
well censored tales of successes – often with a free beer!
There were experts who needed no help; beginners who did and of course, some
who were called up, some who gave up and some joined Royal Signals to work in
special stations that had been set up. Newcomers came in to take their place like
retired seagoing sparks who fell in naturally, landline operators who might be expert
on sounder Morse but who knew nothing of receivers or how to extract weak signals
from the ‘noises off’ or the jammers trying to stop broadcasting stations shouting war
at each other.
There was always a receiver problem. There were not enough. But with the help
of BOX 25 most were able to recover theirs impounded by the GPO at the start of the
war. The new intake often had no suitable receiver. Broadcast receivers with short
wave were converted but their tuning arrangement was virtually useless for this sort
of work. There were always promises from HQ but few receivers. At one stage, it was
said that a large consignment of HRO receivers was on its way from the States but
these were never seen. They were said to have been sunk but later it seems that the
sinking might not have been at sea but in diversion to another purpose. War Is like
that!
The VI had his own problems. Everyone was doing his extra bit in one way or
another. Neighbours wanted to know why he was not in the Home Guard or a
warden or a Firewatcher. Their employers were suspicious. In difficult cases such as
where one VI was marched off at gun point because Morse signals had been heard –
BOX 25 could usually come to the rescue.
The problem was eventually solved by putting the VI into the uniform of a Special
Branch or the Royal Observer Corps. The uniform dispelled some doubts but also had
its own problems. There might be a local ROC post in the area and there were tales of
VIs being feted by an aircraft crew that had been brought limping home to safety by
the ROC. Embarrassing, but the uniform might have improved the VIs future had the
invasion taken place.
By 1941, there were over 200 VIs in the London area alone. HQ was telling them
that although ‘Jerry’ was continually putting on new services , very few were missed.
Later, our agents in Europe could put out their ‘stuff’ blind in the knowledge that it
would surely get home.
The result of this work was a vast amount of information pouring in daily which
might not have been obtained in any other way. This itself called for increased
capacity at the intelligence centre at Bletchley Park. This information put together
with that from other sources gave knowledge of the enemy’s plans and movements
which made an essential contribution to final victory. This is the VIs story.
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THE OLD TIMER
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS TO WA6AUD AND VE1DX

How to Put on a Rare Country
Inspired by a comment from W4BPD, Gus Browning, in "The DXERS' MAGAZINE"
One of the Local QRPers was by the other day, this one looking a bit dejected and
apparently carrying the weight of the world on his shoulders. "What's new?” we
asked in an upbeat tone, not wanting to ruin such a nice fall afternoon. "There's no
DX!” the QRPer said, sitting down and looking at us sadly. "I've got all of the common
stuff worked and, with the flux being so low, no one is going on DXpeditions to any of
the rare spots I need. I haven't worked a new one in almost a year", he said. We
thought about this for a moment and replied, "Well, it's the bottom of the cycle and
it's true you've worked most of the non-DXpedition countries. Why not work on your
5-band DXCC? Or try 160? These are the Flat Days of DXing and that's what the Big
Guns are doing. Fill in the countries on the low bands and when the flux comes
roaring back, you can work new ones again."
The QRPer looked at us with a glare in his beady little eyes. "I'm sick of the low
bands", he said, standing up. "I'm tired of listening to all the QRN and exchanging 339
RSTs with stations that used to be 20 over on 15 and 10 metres. Anyhow, I want new
countries. There are lots of them that I've never worked at all. No one goes there.
How can I work the ones I need if they are never activated? In those countries, DX
ISN'T!" He was clearly working himself into a frenzy and although the heresy he'd just
uttered had started a slow anger building in us, we decided to let it pass. Anyone who
disputed DX IS! was clearly not one of the Deserving, but these were trying times in
this world of DX. "Let's talk this over with the Old Timer.", we said, trying to nip this
DX ISN'T thought in the bud.
As we had done many times before, we took the QRPer up the hill to see the Old
Timer. He was sitting in the sun porch looking out toward Palos Verdes country and
talking to Sunspot Louie about the prospects of improved propagation this winter.
We didn't want to interrupt, so we just pulled up a couple of chairs and listened. It
wasn't long before the Old Timer and Louie had agreed that the flux would rise this
winter and that there would be more DX than last year, although more for some than
others. Sunspot Louie sauntered off down to his shack to put out his propagation
forecast on the Packet Cluster. The Old Timer turned his attention to us. The QRPer
repeated his story, ending with, "and how do I work DX from countries that aren't on
the air." The Old Timer took a deep breath and replied, "Well, son", he said, "you
have to understand the Mysteries of the Ages and the Eternal Enigmas of Dxing to
work new DX. Just be a Believer and you will be one of the Deserving." The QRPer
looked at him and replied, "You've told me that a dozen times before! And I think I do
understand. But what am I missing? Why don't the Big Gun DXers activate these
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places more often? Even with the poor conditions, we can work them on 20-metres,
maybe even 15."
The Old Timer looked at the QRPer and said, "Here's what you do. Pick out a rare
one; One that you need and that's fairly easy for us suffering-sixes to work. Put out a
rumour that you have obtained a licence to operate from there and that you've got
landing permission from the local authorities. Send this to the DX Bulletins; maybe
even tell the Marin County DX Group. Tell them that you've raised just about enough
money for the trip and that it's just a matter of getting the time off from work." The
QRPer gave the Old Timer a puzzled look. "I can't afford to go to any of those places.
And I wouldn't know where to start to get landing permission and all that other stuff.
Even if I could pull it off, I couldn't work myself! How would that get me a new
country?"
The Old Timer smiled for a moment, and then simply said, "If word got out to the
Big Gun DXers that you were about to activate, say A51 or P5, how long do you think
it would be before one of them were there themselves?" The QRPer shifted his gaze
between the Old Timer and us as his look of puzzlement slowly was replaced by a
crafty smirk. Enlightenment was beginning to sink in! For once the QRPer was
absolutely silent as he zipped out the door and down the hill. Son of a Gun! We
looked at the Old Timer and asked, "Do you think that'll really work?" The Old Timer
was again gazing over toward Palos Verdes country. For a few minutes he said
nothing and we were sure he wasn't going to answer. Then he turned and said,
"Remember when A51 was AC5 back in the Early Days? Remember when most of you
guys needed AC5 for a new one?" We nodded in agreement as we recalled working
AC5 a lot longer back than we cared to admit! "Sure do", we answered, "we worked
AC5TY on December 27th, 1971 on the SEA net, 58 signals both ways!" "Well", the
Old Timer responded, "I didn't work AC5TY. But I did work Sir Gus when he and Peggy
were there a few years earlier. Did you ever wonder why they decided to go to
Bhutan? Anybody can win, unless there happens to be a second entry!" And that was
all he would say.
We sat there for a few minutes, and then slowly made our way back to our shack.
We had just learned another one of the Mysteries of DXing, one of the Eternal
Enigmas . . . and at a time in our DXing career when we thought we had learned all
the tricks. When the Old Timer speaks, it sometimes hits like a strobe light, and this
was one of those times! We decided we better check our subscriptions to the DX
bulletins! The Golden Days of DXing were about to return, and we didn't want to miss
out on the action! DX IS!
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Stay home and enjoy “noise free” radio..
..with a bhi noise cancelling product!

bhi

ParaPro EQ20 audio DSP range with parametric equalisation
- 20W audio and parametric equalisation on all units
- DSP noise cancelling and Bluetooth versions available
- Simple control of all DSP functions
- Two separate mono inputs or one stereo input
- Use with passive speakers or headphones
- Fine-tune the audio to maximise your enjoyment

- Check out the great review in Dec 2019 QST
- EQ20 £159.95, EQ20B £199.95,
EQ20-DSP £259.95, EQ20B-DSP £299.95

Enables precise adjustment of your audio
* best out of your radio!
to get the very

High-performance audio processing...
...with first-class DSP noise cancelling...
..for a great listening experience

Dual In-Line

New lower price £179.95

Fully featured flexible dual channel DSP
noise cancelling unit - 8 Filter levels 9 to

40dB - 3.5mm mono or stereo inputs - Line level
input/output - 7 watts mono speaker output Headphone socket - Suitable for all types of
radio incl’ SDR - Easy to use controls for quick
and easy operation - Enjoy clear intelligble
“noise-free”speech from your radio
- Replacement for bhi NEIM1031 In-Line

New NES10-2MK4 £119.95

New improved
NES10-2MK4
- 5W audio power & the
latest bhi DSP
noise cancelling
(8 to 40dB)
- Up to 65dB tone
reduction - Single
switch on top of
speaker for power,
audio and DSP
for ease of use
- Power on, filter on and
audio overload LED

Check out or range of extension
speakers and headphones!

bhi Ltd, 22 Woolven Close
Burgess Hill, RH15 9RR, UK

Compact In-Line £179.95

Easy to use
in-line DSP
noise
cancelling
unit with
simple rotary
encoder control
of audio and
functions
- Powerful high-performance audio processor
- Unique DSP noise cancelling technology - Low latency of 32mS
- Remove noise and interference - Hear weak signals clearly
- Rotary encoders perform all functions
- Easy to use with “real time” adjustment
- Use with headphones or a loudspeaker
- 3.5mm line level and speaker level inputs

DESKTOP £179.95

10W Amplified
DSP noise
cancelling base

station speaker
- Easy to use controls
- 8 DSP filter levels
- “Real time” audio
adjustment
- Suitable for all
radios incl’ SDR
- Headphone socket
- Speaker level and line
level input sockets

You can order on-line
with delivery by DPD
or Royal Mail

Tel: 01444 870333 www.bhi-ltd.com

EA&O

Wessex House, Drake Avenue, Staines, Middlesex TW18 2AP.

MARTIN LYNCH & SONS LTD
THE WORLD’S FAVOURITE HAMSTORE

The Store maybe temporarily
closed but our mail order
operation is most definitely open!
With new deliveries arriving weekly & collections every day, now’s the
time to discuss that deal on new or used products.

0345 2300 599
or email sales@HamRadio.co.uk
Call

Lines open Monday-Friday 8:30 to 17:00hrs. Saturday 9:00-14:30hrs.

www.HamRadio.co.uk
To get the latest on our trading & special offers throughout
this horrible situation the world finds itself in, subscribe to
our newsletter by scrolling down on our website or just call
us on 0345 2300 599

Website open 24/7 for Safe Online Shopping

